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Army To Their Counters’ People (Terrorism)
 
Don’t fear for terror (TERRORISM) .
It has come due to ideas which are error.
This ultimately makes life fewer by breaking fire.
Because of which peace becomes mere.
Don’t fear for terror (TERRORISM) , instead start to fire against ideas which are
error leading to terror.
We are brave; we will stand against ideas which lead us to grave.
We won’t fear for terror (TERRORISM) .
And we won’t let terror which makes peace a mere!
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Battle
 
Battle makes human fatal
Human beings are mortal, why you people try to prove it often going for battle
Battle, Mortal, Fatal, Battle
We fight for power, make life fewer
We Sacrifice Peace for sake of piece of land
We fight for land, Why not we love mankind
We battle for sources forgetting that we human beings are Resources
We fight across borders for borders proving our madness
Respect all, why laugh when others fall
Nothing is ours we should never try to claim by exhibiting our powers
We live then leave after few days, so why play nasty plays
Why this battle, why make mortal people fatal
Battle, Mortal, Fatal, Battle
No Battle, Battle Never Battle
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Blend
 
Whenever I was failing, my spirit was falling.
Once I tasted success, my spirit brimmed like fountain.
 
When I was failing, I was thinking life was only full of grief.
Once I tasted success, I came to know life is blend of both failure and success.
 
Don’t feel proud when you are success and don’t get dishearten when you are
failure but think it is a chance, given to you to do better next.
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Bliss
 
We are children with immortal bliss.
We are busy in our bliss.
 
We never look into the heart of our fellow men, which has depressions deep.
 
We never look into our country which has great history, filled with lot of mystery.
 
We never look into the world, which has great history brief filled with lot of grief.
 
Many men gave call to wake up; even, I give call to wake up still none has waked
up.
 
Because I had told it is immortal bliss.
How can they wake up?
 
But still many will give call to wake up.
With a hope that one or other day that immortality will become mortal.
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Deepavali
 
Deepavali is a festival of light.
On deepavali everybody’s house is bright.
Due to light my feelings are bright.
On deepavali the festival of light.
Even at night I can see as day there is bright due to light.     
On this day of light I wish every body’s life to be bright
.
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Dove
 
A white dove flying in the sky.
It symbolizes silences and says no violence.
A white dove flying in the sky is pretty.
It symbolizes beauty and says we should always do our duty.
A white dove flying in the sky.
It shifts and glides, signifies ups and downs in life.
A white dove flying in the sky.
Heaping higher and higher, it signifies we must progress high and high.
A white dove flying in the sky.
It symbolizes that we must be free, celebrate freedom which we did not get free.
 
A white dove flying in the sky, piercing through air flying high and high never
feeling shy.
A white dove flying in the sky.
Taking lot of pain without thinking about gain flying high and high for reaching
the sky, symbolizes we must always work without thinking about gain.
Even if we have lot of pain we should fly towards our destination which will make
our life sensational always momentous.
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Name
 
What is a name?
It is nothing but a label given to one’s fame, crime, shame….. and what not.
 
What is a name, what is there in a name?
It is nothing, but pronoun.
 
What is a name, what is there in a name?
It is nothing, but a label given to a place, animal, thing, you and me.
 
What is a name, what is there in a name?
It is nothing but Identity which you claim.
 
What is a name, what is there in a name?
It is just a label of shame, if you do things which will get you shame.
It is label of frame, if you do things which will get you fame.
 
What is a name, what is there in a name?
We should not be recognized by our name, but our name should be recognized
by our sacred way of life.
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Path
 
Our goodness is burning in flame.
Our generosity is burning in flame.
Our morality is burning in flame.
Our humanity is burning in flame.
In flame, ferocious flame.
It’s the flame lit by caste, creed and religion.
 
No religion says to light the flame.
But many people, so called religious lit the flame.
Those who lit the flame are not really religious, they are ridiculous.
 
They lit the flame thinking it will, burn the other religion and serve and grow
their religion.
 
Once if the flame is lit, it burns not only religion but mankind.
It burns not only others religion, but also religion of the person who has lit flame,
because flame can’t distinguish between any religion. 
 
Religion is path to lead life.
Religion is way to lead life, religion is not life.
What ever path you want you can choose to lead the life but lead a perfect life.
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The Abasement
 
Black, white, black, white.
White, black, white, black
White says white is right and black is colour of night, where there is no light,
bright. 
 
Black, white, black, white.
White, black, white, black
White has white lips and pinkish cheeks.
Black has a brownie lips and blackly cheeks.
 
Black, white, black, white.
White, black, white, black
Both whites and blacks have red blood.
So why at middle of their birth till death shied blood saying, black, white, black,
white
 
Black, white, black, white.
White, black, white, black
In natures light everybody is white.
If their thoughts shine bright.
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Thoughts
 
1) “Reformation starts from individual not by mass”
 
2) “Country like India requires only one honest, sincere, and a good dedicated
dictator, who will remain good for ever and always win...Instead of many good
individuals in democracy.”
 
3) “Having many good men and few bad men in democracy is as good as the
worst dictator with no moral values ruling the country”
 
4) “Why my country never improves, because I never”
 
5) “You change, than that change will change what you want to change”
 
6) “Individuals great, pretty resolutions. When practiced brings revolution”
 
7) “Deformity in thoughts is the greatest deformity among all”
 
8) “When you search for peace outside you get nothing. It is something within”
 
9) “Only when you are kind you can be fit to be  mankind”
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Tiny Drop
 
Waste of tiny, tiny water drops.
Always triggers my conscious thoughts.
 
A tiny water drop can make a sapling laugh.
Tiny, mini water drops can get you sweet pod.
 
Tiny, tiny water drops can make a plant to stand has a tree this can give shelter
to lot.
Because of waste of tiny, tiny; mini, mini water drops, many lives have become
short.
 
So, try to save even tiny, tiny; mini, mini water drops.
Which can get you heartily laugh.
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